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ABSTRACT

Not all successful organizations with strategies that are owned, meaning that the organization has a strategy, but not many organizations that produce superior performance. The condition relating to the quality of the strategy. There are several approaches to achieve a quality strategy. The first approach through the strategy process. That is the quality of the strategy is a strategy that is built with quality of strategy formulation, strategy implementation quality and quality evaluation of the strategy. The second approach is to create a quality strategy is through the required prerequisites or organization should have a strategic asset. Quality strategies can be realized through the strategic asset approach Exploitable Knowledge has the potential to realize sustainable competitive advantage.
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INTRODUCTION

The basic problem in the strategic management is on how an organization achieves a superior performance and preserves the sustainable competitive advantage (David, Pisano & Shuen, 1997). Sustainable competitive advantage appears as one of the most promising theoretical frameworks in the management literature, especially in the strategic management field (Low, 2010). Sustainable competitive advantage becomes very essential and substantial if the market is highly competitive. However, sustainable competitive advantage is not the final destination of various strategic maneuver developed by the organization, as it is only the main tool to achieve the bigger purposes such as the accomplishment and the safety warranty for the sustainability of the long-term performance achievement. Hence, the organization should focus on the strategic management.

However, not all organizations are success with their strategies, which mean that those organizations already have strategies but not many of them generate superior performance. Such condition relates with strategic quality. There are some approaches to realize strategic quality. The first approach is through strategic process which means that strategic quality is a strategy which is built through strategic formulation quality, strategic implementation quality and strategic evaluation quality (Menon, 1999). A good strategic development process should be started from a basic belief that the strategy should have appropriate strategic content, with high quality of formulation process as well as clarity and firmness of the implementation and evaluation that should be done (Varadarajan, 1999).

The second approach is through strategic asset. The strategic assets are resource and capability that have potential to generate competitive advantage. On the other hand, Amit & Schoemaker (1993) state that strategic assets are resource and capability which are scarce, uneasily traded, inimitable, durable and can be used to convert the value become profit. Those
strategic assets can be categorized into larger groups, such as financial assets, physical assets, human assets, technological assets and intangible assets (Grant, 1991). Therefore, the threat faced by the leader should integrate the resource and capability into strategic assets in order to realize the sustainable competitive advantage.

The resource based view emphasizes on knowledge-based resource (Galunic & Rodan, 2008), as knowledge becomes an important component in the new economic arena (Grant, 1991). The emphasis on knowledge triggers the development of Knowledge Management (KM) concept, as the assumption then is that the knowledge resource is important in the production process. KM emphasizes on the organization ability to use and combine various knowledge resources which are able to change the intangible resource into innovation. The study conducted by Hsu (2007) shows that 80% of respondents agreed that knowledge is strategic asset, while 78% business opportunities failed because of inability to exploit the knowledge in the organization. Then, the study conducted by Leticia (2012) explains that knowledge is the most important resource in the competitive advantage, but the relationship between knowledge management and competitive advantage is weak.

Based on the above explanation, it can be concluded that managing an organization is like managing knowledge, as knowledge will not meaningful if it is only used as information. Conversely, knowledge will be meaningful if it is well-implemented. Thus, it acquires knowledge exploitability.

**STRATEGIC QUALITY**

The studies conducted by Menon, Bharadwaj & Roy (1996) explain that the improvement of organizational performance is determined by the strategy used. Strategy is an overall plan which explains the competitive position of an organization. Strategy as a set of methods is used to enhance, produce and sell actual products and services. Organization strategy is a decision pattern dealing with important things used for; (1) being guideline for the organization in facing the environment, (2) affecting the internal matters of the organization either the structure or the process and (3) affecting the organizational performance (Hambrick, 1980). While strategic quality is a strategy which is built by strategic planning quality, strategic implementation quality and strategic evaluation quality (Menon, Bharadwaj & Roy, 1996).

Based on the study conducted by Widodo, the conceptual model of strategic quality enhancement comprehensively appears in Figure 1. The environmental changes will lead into organizational culture and organizational learning changes. Organizational learning needs support and should be developed as organizational culture. Organizational learning will be able to recognize 1) strategic asset prerequisite which has potential to enhance the strategic quality, 2) strategic process which covers strategic planning aspect, strategic implementation and strategic evaluation. A high quality of strategy is reflected in the planning process quality, implementation process quality and evaluation process quality. The strategic quality will trigger an improvement on organizational performance.
One focus of the system management concern is on the process management. If strategic development can be considered as a process, then the high quality process should become a mutual concern in the management. It means that process management is expected to be able to serve a high quality process. Therefore, the strategy appears through the high quality process will generate a high quality strategy as well. Thus, strategic quality is the comprehensiveness and coherence level among the strategic planning process made by the clarity of strategic implementation process and strategic evaluation process which will be conducted.

**STRATEGIC ASSET**

Approaches in strategic management are differentiated into ‘what’ approach and ‘how’ approach (Hendrawan et al., 2003). Besides, according to Miller, strategic management approaches includes ‘content’ and ‘processes. One of the questions in the ‘process’ approach is how a strategy is compiled or stating ‘this is how you do it’. Besides, ‘content’ is what makes the organization succeed or stating ‘this is to be done’. Such condition will lead to strategic asset area.

Strategic asset is potential resource and capability to generate competitive advantage. On the other hand, Amit & Schoemaker (1993) state that strategic asset is resource and capability which is scarce, uneasily sold, inimitable, durable and can be used to convert value into profit.

The challenge faced by the leader has relation with strategic asset, which is needed to benefit the company. The main sources which have competitive advantage are strategic asset concept (Amit & Schoemaker, 1991). Therefore, the leader of organization should make decision on strategic asset enhancement attempts both in the present and in the future. Johnson (1999) explains competence term as strategic asset. Strategic asset has long-term specific and uncertainty characteristics, so the competence should be maintained. Competence (strategic asset) is resource and capability which becomes competitive advantage resource for the organization, more than other competitors (Hitt, Ireland & Dan Hoskinsson, 2001). Not all of the resources and capabilities have potential to be competitive advantage. Some of resources and capabilities may incompetent because they are weaker than their competitors. These strategic assets can be categorized into larger groups, such as financial asset, physical asset, technological asset, intangible asset and human capital asset (Grant, 1991).
Human capital is Human Resource (HR) characteristic determined by the organization which is used to create value for the organization (Hsu, 2007). Therefore, the HR capacity limits the other organization’s opportunity. A group of high motivated and skilled people is competitive advantage because it represents a specific resource of organization which is important, scarce and inimitable. A company with skilled and knowledgeable HR has higher human capital and is more possible to generate knowledge, make right decisions and has better innovation in technology (Hitt et al., 2001).

However, the problem faced by the company then is on how it can support the HR to contribute their knowledge for the profit of the company. The HR may be reluctant to share their knowledge because they are afraid of losing ownership, important position or superiority. Therefore, for the organization interest, the leader should emphasize on the development of capability and commitment (willingness and desire to contribute for the success of the organization). Thus, human capital should involve the HR competences, such as skill, knowledge, capability as well as commitment, for instance, the willingness to dedicate their life and work for the company (Hsu, 2007). The study conducted by Augusto & Eduardo (2014) show that human capital dimension includes: knowledge quality, intensive experience, cognitive ability and professional ability. The professional ability indicator covers: ability in technology area, communication quality, organizational management and widespread knowledge. The above explanation about strategic asset then is shown in Figure 2.

Knowledge management has strategic role and value added as it can stimulate the improvement of organizational effectiveness. Many organizations cannot function as knowledge-based organizations because of their inability in organizational learning process. According to Mohsen (2011), knowledge has been recognized as essential source to achieve sustainable competitive advantage and the core competence invention value. Knowledge becomes important component in the new economic arena (Grant, 1991).

The knowledge management concept aims to build better organization (Amrous, 2014). The existing literature defines knowledge management as integration and individual coordination as well as organizational management by managing the knowledge organization flow and generating new knowledge (Jyoti, 2011). Then, Leticia (2012) shows that knowledge management means managing the information flows and get the right information to the people.
who need it quickly. The study also states that knowledge is the most essential source in the competitive advantage, but the relationship between knowledge management and competitive advantage is weak. Although there has no universally acceptable definition about knowledge management, according to Shin (2004), process approaches is improving the knowledge management quality by identifying knowledge flow process and management. Knowledge management has become foundation in the organizational strategy. Post-industrial organization is knowledge-based and their success and survival depends on their creativity, innovation and findings. The studies of Jyoti (2011); Márcia (2012) show that knowledge management dimension includes: knowledge sharing, knowledge creation, knowledge protection and knowledge utilization. Besides, according to Susanne & Ingi (2012), it includes knowledge identification, knowledge creation and knowledge storage/retention and knowledge transfer and knowledge utilization. Based on the studies of Sangjae, Byung & Hoyal (2011), the dimension covers acquisition, conversion, application and protection. Then, based on theoretical dynamics and phenomena in this study, it is summarized into knowledge acquisition, knowledge sharing and knowledge utilization.

Knowledge acquisition aims to give information about how often a company’s knowledge interacts with external environment. Then, knowledge sharing means interaction and communication among individuals and business units. According to Smalla & Sageb, the success of knowledge sharing depends on the interaction quantity and quality among employees as well as ability and willingness in using the knowledge. An organization should support its and the employees’ purposes, then interpret the purposes into technical and promote the employees. The knowledge existing within the individual is difficult to be verbalized, so it needs to be articulated and stated in implicit knowledge print. Based on the above explanation, it can be concluded that knowledge sharing is a behavior of individual to spread the knowledge to the other members within an organization in order to create value added for the company. Therefore, the role of every HR is to share the knowledge in order to increase the benefits, for the best human are those who benefit the other human being.

Knowledge utilization is used to change behaviors or develop new ideas (Márcia, 2012). Some factors which can influence people to use knowledge are the lack of trust in the knowledge sources, missing opportunities, fear of taking risks and too fast to consider knowledge as unimportant. Yi (2011) explains that knowledge utilization includes knowledge exploration and knowledge exploitation.

Knowledge exploration starts with seeking, variation, risk taking, experiments and innovation. Those are the steps where new practices are introduced. An organization can support the knowledge exploration by formal and informal meetings as well as interacting and cooperating with other parties to achieve certain goals (Cegarra, 2005). Knowledge exploration is frequently needed to explore new abilities and increase basic knowledge existing in the organization (Ahuja, 2002). Thus, organizational learning is a core of exploration activities in order to create various experiences dealing with the knowledge exploration. Such exploration activities include seeking for new organizational norms, routines, structures and systems; experimenting with new approaches about technology, business process or market; innovating and adopting long term orientation; and reconsidering the faith and decision (Tom, 2007). So, exploration is a prerequisite for exploitation, but its benefit also depends on the number of knowledge accumulated and learning through exploitation (routine, such as rules and procedures).
Exploitation basically is a process of acquiring competences by adopting, synthesizing and applying the existing knowledge. This acquires knowledge which has been generated and internalized to use and create reliability in experience. Exploitation refers to external knowledge implication to repair the existing products within an organization and increase its process. It can also be said that exploitation roles as the use or further as the development of the existing competences. The indicators of knowledge exploitation are; the management actively accepts changes, introduction to new things with partners, then both solve problems together, activities which contain much accumulated experience and are done by using acquired knowledge (Tom, 2007).

Based on the above explanation about knowledge management is presented in Figure 3:
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**FIGURE 3**

**KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND DIMENSIONAL SUSTAINABLE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE**

In today’s competitive and dynamic business environment which has and acquires sustainable competitive advantage has become the basic goal or even philosophy for the organization (Low, 2010). Therefore, for the long term survival, only by ensure the average performance is not enough and becomes an acquired prerequisite for the organization to have sustainable competitive advantage.

Organization is believed to have obtained sustainable competitive advantage when it is able to create and implement strategies that are not implemented by other organization. Based on the in-depth literature review about the development of sustainable competitive advantage concepts, it can be concluded that in the 1990s, Sustainable Competitive Advantage (SCA) concepts from ‘resource-based view’ and ‘intangible resource’ became dominant theme. These concepts then were examined by the researchers in order to give detail identification, especially focusing on ‘intangible resource’ aspect as sustainable competitive advantage, for instance; branding, market orientation, organizational learning, innovation, customer value, marketing relationship and networks.

Then, in the 21st century, SCA indicators develop into organizational learning, knowledge management, management of information system, technology and innovation, globalization, etc. However, it does not reduce the importance of SCA as one of most essential issues in the strategic management. The literature reviews of strategic management in the 21st century are mainly focused on intangible resource as sustainable competitive advantage source.
**BASIC THEORETICAL MODEL**

Based on the study of resources based theory as well as comprehensive and in-depth knowledge management, it can be integrated as presented in Figure 4.

Then, based on the integration of the dimensions of resources based theory and knowledge management, a proposition can be constructed to build strategic quality and basic theoretical model. The proposition here is the professional ability to exploit knowledge. It is presented in Figure 5.

**Proposition**

A strategic quality can be realized through strategic asset approach that is knowledge exploitability. Knowledge exploitability is an ability of human resources which have communication quality, organizational management, information technology supported by management that actively accepts changes and there is introduction to new things dealing with the network. The professional ability of knowledge exploitation has potential to realize sustainable competitive advantage.
CONCLUSION

Based on the description that have been comprehensively and in-depth explained, to achieve sustainable competitive advantage built by strategic quality through strategic asset approach, it can be concluded as follows:

First, human capital is a strategic asset determined by knowledge and faith and is used to create value for the organization, so it can lead to the realization of sustainable competitive advantage. Second, the organizational opportunities fail because it cannot exploit the existing knowledge. Therefore, the management should support the HR to contribute their knowledge for the organizational benefits. For the organizational interests, the leader should emphasize on the development of capability and commitment (the willingness and desire to fully contribute for the success of the organization). Thus, human capital should involve a) HR competences, such as skill, knowledge and capability; b) commitment, for example the willingness to dedicate their life and work for the organization as part of worship to Allah. Third, the dynamics of sustainable competitive advance sources is intangible resources. Therefore, the management should integrate and combine the intangible resources into strategic assets, so the sustainable competitive advantage can be realized. It is not seen from the intangible resource quantity and capability. Fourth, knowledge exploitability is the ability of HR who has communication quality, organizational management and information technology supported by management that actively accepts changes and there is introduction to new things dealing with networks. The professional ability of knowledge exploitation has potential to realize the sustainable competitive advantage.
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